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AAR Defined

• An AAR is a professional discussion of an 
event, focused on performance standards, 
that enables all employees to discover for 
themselves What happened, Why it 
happened and How to sustain strengths 
and improve on weaknesses

• It is a tool leaders can use to get 
maximum benefit from every event or task



AAR Objective

• The objective of an AAR is to improve 
individual and collective task performance by 
providing immediate feedback about how the 
event or task could have been accomplished 
better



AAR Purpose

• Purpose
• To guide the agency towards achieving goals 

and objectives for when tasked with an 
event rather emergency in nature or routine

• Identify lessons learned so they can be 
applied to subsequent training or task 
performance

• Increase confidence in leaders
• Increase proficiency of all participants



AAR Key Points

• Key Points
• Involve all participants
• Are conducted during or immediately after 

each event.
• Focus on intended goals and objectives.
• Focus on Department, Region, Leaders and 

Unit performance.



AAR Key Points Cont…
• Key Points
• Use open-ended questions
• Are related to specific standards
• Determine strengths and weaknesses
• Link performance to subsequent goals and 

objectives



AAR Process

• Guidelines
• Maintain order and discipline
• Emphasize the goal is to achieve a review of the 

event and ways to improve performance
• Make AARs positive in nature
• Avoid

– Lecturing
– Critiquing, Criticizing or Judging performance
– Embarrassing participants
– Comparing units



AAR Formal Process

• Formal AAR
• Takes more time
• Complex training aids
• Scheduled beforehand
• Conducted when best supported
• Conducted to gain maximum training 

benefit
• Normally for Division level and above



AAR Informal Process

• Informal AAR
• May be conducted by either the internal 

Chain of Command or external agency
– Takes less time
– Use simple training aids
– Conducted when needed
– Held at a site conducive for collaboration 

and training



AAR Informal Process Cont…

• Informal Process
– Uses standard AAR format
– Limited resources
– Normally for section leadership, Forman's 

and Junior leaders
– Supports higher-level formal AAR
– Held prior to higher-level formal AAR



AAR Phases

• Phases of the AAR
– Planning
– Preparation
– Conduct
– Follow-up



AAR Planning
• Establish objectives for the AAR
• Select and train qualified personnel
• Review the training and evaluation plan, goals 

and mission to include an other information or 
documents as required

• Determine when AARs will occur and identify 
participants

• Plan for stop points during event
• Select potential AAR sites
• Select/prepare training aids
• Draft/review AAR Plan



AAR Plan

• Observer
• Who are we observing
• Priority Tasks
• Who Attends
• When Held
• Location
• Special Requirement



AAR Preparation

• Review training objectives, goals, mission 
and all other pertinent information

• Identify key events that will be observed
• Observe the training and take notes
• Collect observations from others
• Begin this at the beginning of the event



AAR Observation

• Training title:
• Event
• Date/Time
• Location of observation
• Observation (player/trainer action)
• Discussion (tied to event or task standard when 

possible)
• Recommendations (indicate how the unit could 

have executed the task(s) better or describe 
training the unit will need to improve future 
performances)



AAR Preparation

• Organize observations (Identify key 
discussion or teaching points)

• Gather observations from Key Person
• Prepare the selected AAR site
• Conduct rehearsals when possible
• Assign placement positions for AAR 

participants



Discussion Techniques

• Leading/thought-provoking questions
• Have unit members describe what 

happened in their own words
• Explore alternate courses of action
• Avoid detailed examination of events not 

directly related to major objectives



Format of the AAR

• Introduction and AAR rules of engagement 
(ROE)

• Review of objectives and intent
– Training objectives
– Mission intent (what was supposed to happen)
– Executive Directors mission/intent
– Relevant techniques, processes and procedures

• Summary of recent events (what happened)



Sample AAR ROE

• This is a learning event, not a critique
• Everyone should participate
• Does not grade success or failure
• No side bar discussions
• Be “thick-skinned”
• No sleeping, eating, texting, phone calls, 

emails or any other activities that would 
distract participants



Format of the AAR

• Discussion of key issues
– Chronological order of events
– Operating systems/Resources
– Key events/themes/issues
– Plan, Prep and Execute (technique)



Format of the AAR

• Discussion of other issues
– Employee/leader skills
– Tasks to sustain/improve
– Accidents/Mishaps
– Others



Key Leader Assessment

• Executive Director
• Deputy Executive Director
• Division Director
• Region Transportation Director
• Event Coordinator
• Maintenance Superintendent
• Deputy Maintenance Superintendent
• Mid-Level Management



Format of the AAR

• Discussion of force protection (personnel, 
equipment and material) safety

• Closing comments



Follow-Up

• Identify tasks requiring retraining
• Fix the problem-retrain
• Revise/modify training or policy and 

integrated into future training and events
• Use to assist in making assessment



Summary

• Definition, objective and purpose
• Participation and key points
• Types of AARs
• The four phases of the AAR



Bottom Line

• We are all trainers and the AAR is the 
primary training tool. Good AARs get results.  
Focus your AAR on the major issues. Modify 
your technique based upon the situation and 
adjust the format to accomplish the mission. 
Get the unit to admit their shortcomings and 
work together to develop a solution.

• As the lead, you are providing feedback on 
the unit’s performance as well as teaching 
the unit how to conduct their own AARs.



Conclusion

QUESTIONS?
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